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Abstract
This research was motivated by the Mayor of Banjarmasin issuing Decree Number 109 of 2022. When the Banjarmasin City government wanted to implement this decree, there was resistance from residents who live in Batuah Market, Banjarmasin City. However, traders who traded at Batuah Market just accepted the mayor’s decree. Because Batuah Market is land owned by the regional government. This research aims to determine the background to the pros and cons of Batuah Market revitalization and the obstacles in revitalizing it, as well as the solutions provided by the Banjarmasin City Government to traders and residents of Batuah Market, Banjarmasin City. The type of research used is empirical legal research with a case study approach and analyzed using qualitative descriptive methods. Collecting data from informants through interviews and documentation. The research results show that the background to the pros and cons of Batuah Market revitalization is because there is no compensation given to residents who live in Batuah Market. Apart from that, the causes of conflict are differences in interests, socialization carried out by the government is not optimal and is not going well, and residents are threatened with losing the homes they have lived in for decades. Meanwhile, traders are pro for the revitalization of Batuah Market because there is a match between the government’s wishes and traders' needs for market improvements. The obstacle in revitalizing it is the resistance from residents who live on the Batuah Market land. Then the solution given by the government to traders is to occupy the same place according to the type of merchandise. The solutions provided to residents include providing flats with free rental fees for one year, being given the opportunity to trade in government-owned markets, recruiting new entrepreneurs, providing educational tools from kindergartens to junior high schools.
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INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is a unitary country. Regulated in the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, the concept of regional autonomy gives regions the authority to regulate and implement their own policies. Regional government involves regional heads and a number of state administrative apparatuses in local regional environmental governance. The regional head acts as the executive leader within the regional government who is assisted by the deputy regional head. The provincial head is led by the governor, the regent leads at the district level, while the mayor leads at the city level.

The Mayor of Banjarmasin issued Decree Number 109 of 2022 concerning the Regional Strategic Development Program of the Banjarmasin City Trade and Industry Service in 2022. This Decree was made to implement Minister of Trade Regulation Number 66 of 2021 concerning the Assignment of Regent/Mayor in the context of implementing development/revitalization activities for trade facilities in the form of a people’s market and a warehouse without a warehouse receipt system which is funded

---
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through assistance funds for the 2022 state revenue and expenditure budget. When the Banjarmasin City government wants to implement this decree, especially in attachment number 1 of the program to improve trade facilities and distribution, namely the construction/revitalization of the Batuah Market, there was rejection by residents who live around Batuah Market, Banjarmasin City. However, the traders who traded at Batuah Market just accepted the mayor's decree. Because Batuah Market is land owned by the regional government.

From the results of the researcher’s interview on April 4, 2023, by interviewing one of the Batuah Market traders in the city of Banjarmasin. The informant explained that traders who did not live in Batuah Market had no objection to the Batuah Market revitalization policy, the traders just followed the government, because this land belonged to the government. After that, researchers interviewed other traders who also lived at Batuah Market regarding the revitalization of Batuah Market. This informant explained that he rejected the Batuah Market revitalization policy, because there was no compensation from the government. This was followed by interviewing residents who live in Batuah Market. This informant explained that he rejected the Batuah Market revitalization policy, because there was no compensation from the government, initially he only wanted to revitalize the market, but instead he wanted to evict the settlement as well, because here it was originally a settlement.

Thus, based on the problems in the background that have been described, the researcher is interested in studying it in the form of a thesis entitled "Pros and Cons of Batuah Market Revitalization Banjarmasin City (Case Study of Banjarmasin Mayor's Decree Number 109 of 2022).

METHOD

The type of research used is empirical legal research with a case study approach. Collecting data from twenty informants through interviews and documentation. In this research analysis, the collected data was processed and analyzed using qualitative descriptive methods.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

1. Conflict Theory

There are experts who use the term conflict, there are also those who use the term dispute. One of the experts who uses the term dispute is Richard L. Abel, who
defines dispute: "public declarations relating conflicting allegations (inconsistent claims) against anything".\(^3\) This means that what Salim quoted was a public statement regarding inconsistent claims for something of value. Richard L. Abel views conflict from the aspect of the parties’ incompatibility or incompatibility regarding something of value.\(^4\)

Simon Fisher and friends quoted by Salim, identified six factors that can analyze and study the causes of disputes or conflicts, namely: 1) Public relations, 2) Negotiation of principles, 3) Identity, 4) Intercultural misunderstanding, 5) Conflict transformation , 6) Human needs.\(^5\) According to Salim, who refers to Nader and Tood, there are seven approaches to resolving conflict, both conflicts that occur in modern and traditional societies, which can be divided into three ways of resolving disputes, namely traditional (lumping it, avoidance) and coercion. Dispute Resolution (negotiation, mediation and arbitration) and Court.\(^6\)

2. Harmony Theory

Social harmony activity programs are created as a peaceful solution to resolve conflicts. Social harmony is a social condition that guarantees the creation of dynamic, harmonious, and balanced relationships and social interactions among community members so that they can live side by side peacefully based on equality, mutual respect, and true brotherhood. The maintenance of peaceful conditions in the community is characterized by a harmonious community life (full of tolerance and mutual support) to create social cohesiveness.\(^7\)

3. Ihya’ Al-Mawat

Originally, ihya al-mawat included the act of clearing land that was not owned by anyone or had been neglected, so that the person caring for it had the rights to the land. The opinion of Hanafiyah scholars regarding the authority’s permission in Ihya al-Mawat is that a person must obtain permission from the authority before opening or reviving non-functional land. This land must be cared for and must not be left

\(^4\) Salim HS, Perkembangan teori dalam ilmu hukum (Jakarta: Rajawali Pres, 2010), 81.
\(^5\) HS, 90–93.
\(^6\) HS, 96–97.
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neglected. If abandoned for three consecutive years, ownership rights to the land will be lost for the owner.\(^8\)

**Hadith about ihya’ al-mawat:**\(^9\)

حَدَّثَناَ محَمدُ بن بَشَّارٍ. قَل: حَدَّثَناَ عَادِلُ بن عَوْقَةَ، قَل: حَدَّثَناَ أَبُو بَكْرٍ، قَل: حَدَّثَناَ بْنُ الْمُتَّلَعِنَانِ، قَلَّ: أَنَّ نَفْسَيْنِيَ فِي نَفْسِيَ فَهُوَ لِي.

“Muhammad bin Basyar told us, Abdul Wahhab told us, from Ayyub from Hisyam bin Urwah from Wahab bin Kaisan from Jabir bin Abdillah from the Prophet said, "Whoever revives dead land (opens new land), then the land becomes his." (HR. Tirmizi)

4. **Public Policy Theory**

Policy in English is known as policy. Meanwhile, in the Big Indonesian Dictionary, policy is defined as a series of concepts and principles that form the outline and basis of plans for carrying out work, leadership and ways of acting (regarding government, organizations, etc.); a statement of ideals, goals, principles and guidelines for management in an effort to achieve targets.\(^10\)

Van Meter and Van Horn put forward six variables that form the relationship between policy and performance. The six variables are: 1) Size and objectives of the policy, 2) Sources of the policy, 3) Characteristics or nature of the implementing agency/agency, 4) Communication between related organizations and implementation activities, 5) Attitude of the implementers, 6) Economic and social environment and politics.\(^11\)

5. **John Rawls’ Theory of Justice**

John Rawls put forward two principles of justice, namely:

1) The principle of freedom, which includes: freedom to participate in political life; freedom of speech; freedom of belief; freedom to be yourself; the right to retain private property.\(^12\)

---


2) The principle of difference, related to the principle of social and economic inequality, is designed to provide maximum benefits to those who are disadvantaged in social and economic terms.\textsuperscript{13}

6. Background to the Pros and Cons of Batuah Market Revitalization

Richard L. Abel, quoted by Salim, wrote that: "Public statements regarding inconsistent claims for something of value." Richard L. Abel sees conflict from the aspect of the parties' incompatibility or incompatibility regarding something of value which is defined as something that has a price or is worth money.\textsuperscript{14}

From the research results obtained directly from the field, the background to the pros and cons of the revitalization of the Batuah Market in Banjarmasin City is that there is conflict from the aspect of the parties' incompatibility regarding something of value. As happened at the Batuah Market in Banjarmasin City, this conflict arose because of the publication of Banjarmasin Mayor's Decree Number 109 of 2022 concerning the Regional Strategic Development Program for the Banjarmasin City Trade and Industry Service in 2022. In the attachment to the decision letter it was written about the construction/revitalization of Batuah Market. However, in the Batuah Market area there are residential areas, and the residents on the Batuah Market land refuse to move from the land, because they have been here for 60 years.

Even though the residents know that the land belongs to the Banjarmasin City Government which was equipped with a 1995 SHP. However, the building where the residents live is privately owned. The government does not provide compensation for buildings owned by residents, because the Batuah Market land has a Use Rights Certificate Number 98 of 1995 in the name of the right holder of the Banjarmasin Level II Regional Municipal Government, which is intended for the market. However, residents have lived on the land for decades and are subject to Building Land Tax (PBB). Some residents received the Batuah Market land as a result of an exchange with the Banjarmasin City Government in 1963. Meanwhile, some other residents bought land from landlord H. Makki.

Apart from that, this conflict arises because there are several causal factors, including:

a. Differences in Interest. Differences are something that always exist in the social life of society, both differences between individuals and other groups, as well
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as differences in interests. It can be said that people's needs or interests for the same object sometimes vary, and this also applies to the Batuah Market area in Banjarmasin City. The Banjarmasin City Government is revitalizing Batuah Market with the aim of changing the traditional market into a modern traditional market in terms of buildings to increase trade transactions at Batuah Market. Meanwhile, on the other hand, residents who live in the Batuah Market land area reject the Batuah Market revitalization program, because on the Batuah Market land there are residents' houses.

b. Communication. Misunderstandings relating to sentences, language that is difficult to understand and incomplete information. Poor or ineffective communication often gives rise to misunderstandings and is one of the causes of conflict. This communication can take the form of letters, decrees, and outreach to traders and local residents. As has been done by the Banjarmasin City Government, namely making a Banjarmasin Mayor's Decree Number 109 of 2022 which includes the revitalization of the Banjarmasin City Batuah Market, and socialization that has been scheduled nine times, however traders and residents only attended the socialization once at the first meeting. The Banjarmasin City Government has indeed carried out outreach to traders and residents of Batuah Market. However, the socialization carried out by the government was not optimal and did not go well, because the information that was to be conveyed during the socialization had not been fully conveyed. Apart from that, the socialization held by the government was also late, because the mayor's decree was issued earlier than holding the socialization. Because of this, there was a misunderstanding among the residents of Batuah Market.

c. Identity threat. Conflict arises because of a threatened identity such as loss or unresolved experiences of suffering in the past. The loss of something important, such as the rights, freedoms and wealth of an individual or group, is at risk of being lost, and can lead to conflict. If Batuah Market is revitalized without the government providing building compensation to residents, residents are at risk of losing the homes they have lived in for decades. Even though the government had offered free rental flats for one year, the flats provided were only 90 units and that was only for elderly residents.

There are many ways to resolve conflicts so that there is a mutual agreement that can be accepted by the conflicting parties. The methods that have been used to resolve the conflict between Batuah Market residents and the Banjarmasin City Government include:
a. Negotiation. According to Nasikun, quoted by Irwandi and Endah, negotiation is a bargaining process by negotiating to reach a mutual agreement between one party and another. Batuah Market residents are negotiating with the Banjarmasin City Government to postpone bringing order to Batuah Market. The negotiations were carried out in the Batuah Market land area on the day of bringing order to the Batuah Market land area. So, the first method of resolving the conflict was successful, because it resulted in an agreement between the Batuah Market residents and the Banjarmasin City Government to postpone the control of the Batuah Market land area in Banjarmasin City.

b. Mediation is an effort to resolve problems with the help of someone outside the two parties in conflict, where this person can be chosen by the parties in dispute or appointed by the authorized party to carry out mediation. Apart from negotiations, mediation was also carried out by Batuah Market residents and the Banjarmasin City Government to resolve the conflict. Komnas HAM has facilitated mediation between the two parties to discuss resolving the conflict that occurred. Komnas HAM has made efforts to mediate between the two parties, but has not found an agreement between the Banjarmasin City Government and the residents of Batuah Market.

c. Justice. The third party here has the authority to intervene in problem solving, regardless of the wishes of the parties to the dispute, and also has the right to make decisions and enforce them. Residents who live in Batuah Market filed a lawsuit with the PTUN and District Court through their attorney, LBH Ansor, South Kalimantan. Residents filed a lawsuit with the PTUN because they considered that the decree issued by the Mayor of Banjarmasin was flawed in terms of legal procedures.

Batuah Market residents and the Banjarmasin City Government have used various methods to resolve the conflict that occurred. However, at the judicial stage, the Batuah Market residents’ lawsuit was rejected by the PTUN at the cassation level and the District Court at the appeal level.

In the context of harmony theory, this theory focuses on achieving harmony between the Banjarmasin City Government, Batuah Market traders, and residents who live on the Batuah Market land. The government aims to improve markets and create modern traditional markets. Traders agree to the revitalization, meaning that there is

---

a match between the government’s wishes and traders’ needs for market improvements. To create agreement and harmony, the government should first hold deliberations and socialization with residents who live in Batuah Market before issuing a decree and providing compensation to residents who live on Batuah Market land.

As for the context of ihya’ al-mawat, Hanafiyah is of the view that a person must obtain permission from the authorities before clearing or reviving non-functional land. In the case of Batuah Market revitalization, initially the Batuah Market land was empty land that did not function. When the government wanted to widen Jalan Veteran, the residents who lived on Jalan Veteran were moved by the government to empty land on Jalan Manggis or now known as Pasar Batuah. Then the government gave the empty land to residents to use as a place to live, this was a form of ihya’ al-mawat in revitalizing abandoned land for residential purposes. In this way, residents who live on empty land receive permission from the authorities to use land that does not function according to Hanafiyah’s views.

As time went by, more urban residents came to occupy empty land, some of which they bought from landlord H. Makki to be used as residences. Population development was increasing, so in 1963 the Banjarmasin City Government took the initiative to build a people’s market called Batuah Market, and it was inaugurated in 1964. However, over time the Batuah Market did not develop because traders preferred Kuripan Market. As a result, the land was neglected and changed its function to become a residence for new immigrants. Thus, in the context of ihya’ al-mawat, residents who live in the area of Batuah Market land have the right to own the land, because they have maintained and put the abandoned Batuah Market land to function.

7. Obstacles in Revitalizing Batuah Market, Banjarmasin City
To determine the implementation process of the Banjarmasin City Batuah Market revitalization policy, researchers analyzed using the theory put forward by Van Meter and Van Horn, with six variables that form the relationship between policy and performance:

a. The size and objective of the Batuah Market revitalization policy in Banjarmasin City is to create a modern traditional market, both in terms of management and in terms of buildings, which will serve as an example for

---

other traditional markets in Banjarmasin, and to increase trade transactions in the market. Batuah.

b. The sources for the Batuah Market revitalization policy in Banjarmasin City consist of human resources, budget resources and facilities. Human resources in the Batuah Market revitalization policy are not only from the Banjarmasin City Trade and Industry Department, but also involve the East Banjarmasin District, Banjarmasin City Satpol PP, Police, TNI, Banjarmasin City Transportation Service, and other SKPD involved in the Market revitalization policy Batuah. The budget used in the revitalization of Batuah Market comes from the APBN amounting to Rp. 3,500,000,000 (three billion five hundred million rupiah) and some also come from the Banjarmasin City APBD.

c. The characteristics or nature of the implementing agency/institution of the Batuah Market revitalization policy, in this case the Banjarmasin City Trade and Industry Service, has implemented it in accordance with the Decree of the Mayor of Banjarmasin Number 109 of 2022 concerning the Regional Strategic Development Program of the Trade and Industry Service. However, in its implementation, the Batuah Market revitalization policy has several obstacles. Apart from the Banjarmasin City Trade and Industry Service, related SKPDs such as Satpol PP, Transportation Service, and others, also contributed to the revitalization process of Banjarmasin City Batuah Market.

d. Communication between related organizations and implementing activities regarding the revitalization of Batuah Market, the Banjarmasin City Government has held outreach to traders and residents who live in the Batuah Market area. However, the socialization held by the government did not go well and was not optimal, because residents and traders only attended once at the first meeting, and not all residents attended the socialization, only a few representatives attended and were accompanied by LBH Ansor South Kalimantan.

e. The attitude of the implementers in the revitalization of Batuah Market, namely the Banjarmasin City Government, especially the Banjarmasin City Trade and Industry Office, is very supportive, starting from collecting data on Batuah Market traders, residents who live in Batuah Market, until the planning process is already running well. The government is also not arbitrary in executing the Batuah Market land, because it is in accordance with the advice of the National Human Rights Commission to resolve community rights in a good manner and persuasively.
f. Economic, social and political environment. The revitalization of Batuah Market aims to improve welfare in the economic sector, and residents who live on the Batuah Market land also trade at Batuah Market. The condition of the social environment in Batuah Market related to the Batuah Market revitalization policy is that the community refuses, because in this policy, residents who live in Batuah Market are not given compensation in the form of money for the buildings used as residences for residents, the government only provides solutions such as rental flats, which is free for one year, and other solutions. In the political environment, the Banjarmasin City Government supports this policy by issuing Banjarmasin Mayor Decree Number 109 of 2022 concerning the Regional Strategic Development Program for the Department of Trade and Industry.

Based on the results of research in the field, interviews with several informants, there are obstacles to the Banjarmasin City Batuah Market revitalization program. When the Banjarmasin City Government wanted to revitalize Batuah Market, there were several obstacles, such as resistance from residents. The reason residents refused was because there was no compensation from the government and the solutions offered by the government did not match their wishes.

Apart from that, the information that the government wanted to convey never reached its citizens directly, and the information circulating among Batuah Market residents was completely contradictory to the government's plans to convey it. The Banjarmasin City Government has scheduled nine socializations, but residents only attended the first socialization once. Only representatives of the residents attended the socialization and were accompanied by LBH.

On the day of bringing order to Batuah Market, there were also obstacles faced by the Banjarmasin City Satpol PP. As explained by Mr. Mulyadi, when he wanted to bring order to Batuah Market, there was a lawsuit filed by Batuah Market residents, because the residents did not want to be moved or relocated temporarily. Then Batuah Market residents also directed the crowd to block the officers from carrying out control. These obstacles are obstacles faced by the Banjarmasin City Government when it wants to implement a revitalization program, and have caused delays in the Banjarmasin City Batuah Market revitalization program until now.

Apart from the obstacles faced by the Banjarmasin City Government, there are also obstacles from traders and residents if Batuah Market is revitalized. The obstacles faced by traders are the solutions offered by the government, such as the trading place next to the Kuripan sub-district is not feasible, traders feel that it will be difficult to
move the merchandise and are afraid of losing the merchandise if it is not in the form of a shop. Meanwhile, the obstacles faced by residents who live in Batuah Market are such as having a business in Batuah Market, and there is no compensation provided by the government to residents, so residents cannot buy or rent houses elsewhere.

8. Solutions Provided by the Banjarmasin City Government to Traders and Residents of Batuah Market

The government has offered various programs aimed at maintaining balance and encouraging harmonious collaboration in the market environment. The solution given by the Banjarmasin City Government to traders is to occupy the same place according to the type of merchandise that has been determined by the government. In fact, this already reflects the elements of harmony, namely in terms of realizing conformity. When merchants selling similar goods are placed together, they can support each other and share knowledge or business strategies. Thus creating a harmonious environment in the market.

However, the solution offered to traders to temporarily relocate to a market created by the government next to the sub-district office can create tension and dissatisfaction among traders, because their needs are not met, such as the facilities provided are inadequate or inappropriate, and could also experience a decline customers because of their moving location.

The solution provided by the Banjarmasin City Government to the residents of Batuah Market is reflected in an approach that reflects the theory of harmony in various aspects. Double Maghfirah Pekauman rental flats are available. However, the number of flats provided by the government is only 75 units, and there are criteria too, namely for residents aged 60 years, and for residents who are married. The approach of providing free rental housing for one year shows the government’s awareness of the basic needs of citizens and its efforts to create a balance between economic interests and social life. However, when the rental fee is imposed after a year, this may become a tension point that can create an economic imbalance among Batuah Market residents, due to the absence of compensation provided by the government.

Providing opportunities for residents who have homes elsewhere to trade at kiosks owned by the Banjarmasin City Government shows efforts to foster collaboration and fair opportunities among traders. Apart from that, providing easy

---

facilities for processing population documents when residents choose to move from Batuah Market is an effort to create balance and harmony between the various interests involved.

The offer of recruiting new entrepreneurs for the productive age shows a desire to strengthen the local economy while facilitating the development of individuals and groups in the market. Furthermore, providing educational equipment from Kindergarten to Middle School to the children of Pasar Batuah residents shows a commitment to ensuring proper education for future generations, underscoring that the government cares about social and educational aspects in achieving community balance. Although there is no compensation in the form of money, this solution focuses on providing facilities, opportunities and support that support harmony between the individual and collective needs of the Batuah Market community. However, residents who live in the Batuah Market area want a solution such as compensation in the form of money.

In the context of the theory of justice put forward by John Rawls, there are two principles of justice, namely:

a. The principle of freedom, residents who live in Batuah Market have the freedom to maintain their privately owned residential buildings. The Banjarmasin City Government provides solutions such as rental flats which are free for one year, but not all residents who live on the Batuah Market land get these flats, because the flats are for elderly Batuah Market residents only. The government must involve all citizens in the decision-making process to achieve more justice. In this case, the principle of freedom must be equal, because every just citizen has the same basic rights. These freedoms must be equally accessible to all members of society. Justice in society cannot be achieved if only one group is allowed.18

b. The difference principle, is that it is necessary to measure social and economic differences in order to provide maximum benefits to those in the most disadvantaged situations. The term “socioeconomic disparities” refers to inequalities in a person’s opportunities for wealth, income, and authority. Meanwhile, the term "the most disadvantaged" refers to individuals or groups who have the least opportunities or opportunities and authority.19 In this case, the Banjarmasin City Government has provided benefits or solutions to

---

19 Fattah, “Teori Keadilan Menurut John Rawls,” 44.
residents who live on the Batuah Market land to improve the welfare of the residents. Batuah Market residents want compensation in the form of money, reflecting differences in perceptions regarding justice and individual needs. The Banjarmasin City Government has made efforts to provide fair solutions and reduce inequality in these policies.

CONCLUSION

1) The background to the pros and cons of the revitalization of the Batuah Market in Banjarmasin City is that there is a conflict from the aspect of the parties' incompatibility regarding something of value, such as the absence of compensation given to residents who live in the Batuah Market. Apart from that, the cause of conflict is differences in interests. Then, another cause is because the socialization carried out by the government is not optimal and is not going well. The final cause is the threat of identity, such as residents being threatened with losing the homes they have lived in for decades. There are traders who are pro towards the revitalization of Batuah Market because there is a match between the government's wishes and traders' needs for market improvements.

2) Obstacles in Batuah Market Revitalization. Although the Batuah Market revitalization policy is in accordance with the public policy implementation model proposed by Van Meter and Van Horn. However, there are obstacles faced by the Banjarmasin City Government in revitalizing the Batuah Market in Banjarmasin City: There is resistance from residents who live on the Batuah Market land. The information the government wants to convey never reaches its citizens directly. There was a lawsuit filed by Batuah Market residents at the PTUN and PN. Batuah Market residents mobilized a crowd to prevent officers from bringing order to Batuah Market. Meanwhile, the obstacles faced by traders and residents of Batuah Market: The trading place provided by the government next to the Kuripan sub-district office is not in the form of a shop. Residents cannot buy or rent houses elsewhere, because there is no compensation provided by the government.

3) The solutions provided by the Banjarmasin City Government to Traders and Residents of Batuah Market. The solution given to traders is to occupy the same place according to the type of merchandise that has been determined by the government. The solutions provided to residents include providing rental flats with free rental fees for one year. For residents who have houses elsewhere, they are given the opportunity to trade in shops or markets owned by the Banjarmasin City Government. Apart from that, convenience facilities are also provided in processing population documents. Promised to recruit new entrepreneurs for
productive ages. Provided to residents' children in the form of educational tools from Kindergarten to Middle School. Indeed, there is no compensation in the form of money. However, residents who live in the Batuah Market area want a solution such as compensation in the form of money.
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